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In Loving Memory of

Dr.

tt

This issue of Opus is dedicated to the
memory of Dr. Donald Watt. Dr. Watt came
to Geneseo in 1967 and served as Professor
of English until 2002. He acted as English
Department Chair from 1984 through 1993.
He was recognized with the Chancellor's
Award for Excellence in Teaching in 1981. He

was a husband and father, a master teacher, an authoritative Aldous Huxley scholar, and a
tireless mentor to students and junior faculty alike. Above all he was a friend.
In November of last year the department met to remember Dr. Watt formally.
Students, friends, colleagues and the family of Dr. Watt held a simple memorial at the Campus
House on Main Street in Geneseo. We gathered, shared uplifting stories of our friend,
listened to traditional Celtic music played on the violin, read from Dr. Watt's favorite books,
and ate Twinkies. Legend has it that Dr. Watt's lunch was very often a vending machine
Twinkie. It had all the makings to become a sad affair. Someone had died, we were gathering
on a dreary cold day to remember him and to say goodbye. How many times do we console
ourselves by saying that we are really gathering to celebrate the life of the deceased, and then
end up being sad
"He was a scholar, and a ripe and good one; anyway when we
realize they are gone
forever? For some
Exceeding wise, fair-spoken, and persuading,
reason this was not
the case at Dr.
And to those that sought him, sweet as
Watt's memorial. I
suspect the reason
summer."
William
Shakespeare,
Henry
VIII
was Dr. Watt himself,
that his very nature
felt like he was
defies sadness. We
there. We expected
him to pop his
beanie capped head out from the corner and say, ironically, "Who died!?!" Instead of thinking
of him as gone, we thought of all he gave, and how much better we all were for having known
him.
Students, faculty, family, and friends shared stories of Dr. Watt and being in his
company. Dr. Ken Asher told us about his interview experience with Dr. Watt for his job at
Geneseo. Dr. Asher's plane had come in late from California and Dr. Watt picked him up
from the airport and took him to Livingston Lanes, the only late night eatery at the time, and
had Buffalo wings specially prepared. Knowing that Dr. Asher was a Californian and not
accustomed to WNY deep fried delicacies, Dr. Watt postponed the interview for a few hours
to give Dr. Asher time to recoup. Dr. Ron Herzman shared stories of Dr. Watt as a
basketball teammate and Boston Celtic enthusiast. I shared stories of Dr. Watt's habitual
wearing of a beanie cap and Birkenstocks with dress socks. Another student, Marie Bonarski
remembered Dr. Watt's characteristic facial contortions and his love for the dry humor found
in the deepest recesses of Dickens novels.
The most remarkable thing that I have found since I began writing about Dr. Watt is
that everyone tells the same story about him. I asked alumni, faculty, students, and family for
stories about him that I could share in this piece. Everyone spoke about the same traits, his

humor, his compassion, his dedication to students, and his eagerness to help. Dr. Watt treated
every person he met in exactly the same way. "That is the definition of integrity," said Dr. Ed
Gillin. I wish I could have learned more from Dr. Watt. I would have been a better person for
it. We w.ill all miss Dr. Watt. His memory will live on in all of the people that he touched over
his long tenure at Geneseo. His example lives on in our reading and thinking, in our leadership
of others, and in all of the bad jokes that we tell at work.
Thank you Dr. Watt.
Jonathan W. Senchyne
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and encouraged us along the way, and to Kristen Lanphear, who did battle with computer
viruses and late submissions, and turned this crazy dream of ours into a reality.
Thanks also to Jonathan Senchyne, Sharon O'Riley and the friendly staff at the Union
Information Desk, Tom Rodgers, Diane Lounsbury, Under the Sun, Nancy Chirico, Julia
Donahue, the Student Association and the Academic Affairs Committee, the Welles Copying
Center, Dr. Graham Drake, Dr. Maria Lima, co-presidents Jen Poggiali and Marie Bonarski and
the members of Sigma Tau Delta, and all the professors in the English department who
donated their time, energy, ideas, and books to the club.

Flowers, lush green grass
Waterfall roaring, warm sun
Sparkling rainbow

ceremonies Earth
Emeralds dancing in the breeze
of flowers in the Air
blossoms in the light
Being, Man, the Plant, the Beast
keep in Air and the Earth green.
Rainbow of Spring
from the high Heaven descend
notes riseof the Earth, and death, and rebirth.
all of the revolutions of high
complete each other
the beginning
beneath the bough of Spring.

The mood in the UCLA Berkeley auditorium was

It's

subdued. The room was silent, save for an
occasional hurried whisper. The scientists,
philosophers, and the curious had gathered
together for what was expected to be a
momentous event. Dr. Richmand, the chair of the
physics department, had two weeks prior
announced a major breakthrough. He had

advertised tonight as the time when his discovery would be made public. His flyers promised that those
in attendance would be the first to learn of the discovery that would 'cast aside relativity,' and make
those greats of the past, Newton, Einstein, Hawking, and others, seem like blabbering idiots. In short,
he had made the most important scientific breakthrough ever.
The crowd silenced as Dr. Richmand took the podium.
"I have asked you to gather here tonight, as you know, to explain to you the most important
discovery in the history of science," he began.
Simultaneously, half a world away, in Colorado, a group of teenage boys discussed other
problems. They sat on top of a mall hill, a popular gathering place for boys their age. Their bicycles
stood propped up on kickstands, all except Billy's, which never seemed to work. Billy had come here
tonight with his friends, Jack and Daniel, to discuss a major catastrophe in Daniel's life. Julia had dumped
him. While girls in their teens respond to break ups by locking themselves in their rooms and crying,
boys respond by gathering with other boys for the purpose of sharing their depression.
"It's not just Julia, though," mumbled Daniel. "All of a sudden, after that, it's seemed that I can't
along with anyone, except you two. Don't you feel the same, too?" he asked, referring to a night the
three of them had promised never to discuss. "Like I'm somehow more mature, or something. Or like I
don't fit in at all."
"Maybe we don't fit in with kids our age anymore because of what we did," mused Daniel. "Like,
because we broke through the biggest taboo high school kids have, and got over it. The health teacher
said that much of how teenagers behave is based on sex, and that homophobia comes from the secret
fear that they might be homosexual. Maybe because we proved that we aren't, we can't relate to them
anymore."
The boys focused their attention on their brief attempt at homosexuality the previous night.
None of them attached any importance to what had happened after. As they experimented on the hill,
a lightening bolt had hit just inches away from them. The boys had quickly dressed and fled.
For years, science has considered time travel impossible in our universe. While we all conceded
that relativity implies universes in which time travel was possible, it was widely assumed that our
universe was formulated in a way that did not allow it.
It was my demonstration of the failures of this view that started the faculty of this physics
department on the way to tonight's important discovery. I pointed out all objections only make sense if
time is assumed to flow, like a river. However, it has been known since Penrose and Hawking published
their 1977 paper that time must be treated as an independent dimension, and cannot be modeled by
linear movement in a 2 or 3 dimensional plane.
This view, of course, means that the magnitude of time is no longer embedded in three

dimensions. Thus, the closed time like-loop, the most prevalent problem with time travel, now has no
relevance in terms of causality. Indeed, freed from our straight-path idea of time, we might consider
multiple t ime paths, moving in 4 unique directions, within one universe, eliminating the need to
postulat~

parallel universes. At a meeting of the Cambridge Moral Science Club:

"We speak of free will. Indeed, our moral code, our practical advice, every theory advanced in
philosophy, presumes free will. Yet science tells us we have a choice. We can choose between
determinism, in which there is no free will, or chaos, in wh ich there is no free will. What of our silly
attachment to free will now?"
The three boys had noticed that they no longer fit in socially; indeed, they seemed to operate
on a level entirely separate from their classmates. It seemed to the boys as if they had entered a
parallel universe. Now, standing around Daniel's locker at their high school, they looked around at
their fellow creatures. Their classmates suddenly seemed to be mindless drones feigning intelligence.
Pointing, Billy said, "See over there? That's Jessica Carpenter. She hasn't spared me a second
glance in her life. Watch now."
Billy held out his palm to her. She slowed walked towards him. As his friends watched, Billy
wrapped his arms around Jessica, lowered her to the floor, and began to run his hands over her crotch.
She offered no resistance, seeming to fall into a trance. Even more strangely, no one else in the school
thought this situation the least bit odd; it was as if this were an every day occurrence.
Standing, Billy said, "See? What the hells going on? Where are we?"
Then another girl appeared. All three boys immediately tried to place her, but could not. They
had never seen her before. Yet she was easily the most attractive girl anywhere at the universe at that
point in time. She seemed more vibrant, more alive than anything the boys had ever seen. Quickly, Billy
attempted to use his newfound power on her.
She simply smiled at him, tossed her hair, and said, "I'm Jackie. Don't bother, that doesn't work
on me. You boys must be new here."
Controlled by an unexplainable urge, Dan reached out to touch Jackie's hand. His hand went
straight through hers. With a look of panic, she disappeared.
I promised you concrete news, not theory. Here is it.
Dr. Richmand snapped on a video screen. The monitor showed a simple scene; two boys and a
girl were standing alongside a row of lockers.
"Suppose someone, say, three boys, were to travel a short distance in the fourth dimension,
maybe a minute. They would not notice it at the time. What would their lives be like? Well, they would
exist in a higher dimension than anyone around them. Think of the power you have over a twodimensional being. You can jail him simply by drawing a circle. If you pick him up and move him, he will
have seemingly been teleported. This is the power those three boys would have over the world
around them.
"Look carefully at the screen. "Aren't the halls strangely empty, oddly quiet? This is a school,
during the school day. Where are the students, the teachers, and the janitors? Rather, when are the
students, the teachers, and the janitors? One minute later than we are. Our boys traveled backwards.
They might think they are in a parallel universe; we will not enlighten them.
What does their world seem like? They still think they see their classmates, their parents, and
everyone else they ever knew. What they are seeing instead is the older version of those people, their

shadows, if you will. The boys will have the power to compel, but not to communicate. You see, being a
minute behind, they miss all social cues. They are literally a minute behind in all interactions.
The members of the audience smiled in bemusement, put on their hats, and filed out of the
auditoriu~. A storm had started while they were inside, they noticed. Lightening struck dangerously

close to the building just as they left.
Mr. Bernstein turned to his wife as they walked out.
"Well, dear, you asked me to bring you to my conferences. Now do you see why I resisted?
Half the time these conferences are nothing but some crackpot who got some idiot to fund his
research."
In a voice oddly devoid of emotion, Mrs. Bernstein muttered, looking down, "Yes, sir, of course,
sir, whatever you say, sir."

Ch

sunshine warm

new yet familiar

in the grassy green park
head hanging low

riding in the day and dark

a parade of red balloons trail by

sky swirls around

Yours lifts me up

as we spin

nervous pounding
beneath my chest
like keys on the piano
at my final recital
fluttering frantically
finally uncoiling my fear,
still holding string tight
to my accelerating beat
I no longer think to cry
elevation rises
toes touch above trees
we float upon the breezy day
heat of the sun mimics
cool of the breeze
higher we fly
together the land is smaller
discovering clouds
are really pure
not gray nor blue
nor any shade between,
beyond pure
we are wild, high and interested all the time
everything together

By Danielle

Haupt~eisch

for It to miraculously evaporate
or flow back into its container.

ey

The kitchen light flicks on,
he desperately grabs for the rag
Hoping she won't notice the mess he's made

The loss
of an overflowing glass of water
spilling over the edge of the hardwood table.

hurt she shouldn't see.
But the puddle of water has already spread,
Seeping into the cracks on the floor.

He stands
clutching the pitcher, watching,
waiting

Traveling
downriver in a raft,
sharks snapping at our toes
lying on our backs
we are sweating

air filling with a rare poisonous gas
only I can see

eating cupcakes and Indian food

I'm coughing, gagging
starting to panic

watching the stalactites cry
their tears trying to flood our raft

the pickle and apple
like a silent movie
we act the part
reveling along the hidden river,
water coated
the current breathes faster

save the day, clearing the air and
exposing the light

I stand above the assembly line
Overseeing my work force.

Whilst This Machine Is

Bland, bleak, broad faces stare up at me
As they toil on.
Cog wheels turn and steel bars collide,
Providing a comforting accompaniment to the
Rhythmic work rhumba.

Why wouldn't they?

Torsos twist back and forth

Contented,

As hands dart form one inanimate object to

I look down at my cast-iron fingers

another,

and decide

Passing it to the next expressionless body.

I need oiling.

Far off down the line,
My eyes make out steel extremities
Being sodered to a hollow, metal midsection.
When completed, the finished products are
shipped off
To unsuspecting American homes,
Waiting to be switched on.
I smile a crooked smile as I think of the stork.
Yeah, they'll buy it.

I am so sorry:
The seasons are too much a part of me.
I cannot leave;
I cannot neatly carve
My heart from this chest,
Place it on your shelf and forget.
For no matter how much,
How Desperately I love you,
My heart is still mine to keep.

I watched you, and I worried.

Or was it never there?

There was a shadow,
In your face,

Then you left.

In your eyes.

You were still smiling,

The smallest eclipse in your smile

Always smiling.

That made me wonder and worry.

I still worried,

I couldn't tell what,

But now I couldn't see

But I knew there was something,

Your face,

Something just below the surface.

Your eyes.
Was it still there?

It was in your hands;
In the way you held them,

Maybe it disappeared

In the way you held his,

When I stopped watching.

And the way you held mine.
When you were close,
When our fingers touched,
I felt that something.
Watching you, I wondered
If I, or anyone
Would be able to help,
If you would let me help.
I tried to make you talk,
To make you smile,
And laugh,
And you did.
You never said
That there was something there,
And you never asked for help.
Did you know there was something there?
Did you feel it,

Rachel's world shattered to pieces on a
Tuesday. Her downfall was not sudden, but
When Heaven Doth
slow and painful; the result of a series of earthshattering blows, spanning the course of an
entire day. The devastation began only a few
minutes after she woke up. Half-awake, she
grabbed her shower basket and headed for the
suite bathroom to shower for Developing
Worlds, which was in a half hour. As she
walked through the common room, she heard running water, but figured whomever was in the
bathroom must have been finishing up their shower. She could not have been more wrong: Stacey
had, in fact, just gotten into the shower. Rachel couldn't believe it. First, she became enraged:
"What the fuck, Stacey, you know I have class in a half hour, you fucking bitch." Then her anger
turned into panic: oh my god, she thought, I totally can't go to class without showering. That's
so ... disgusting. She almost cried, but decided that she had to be strong and fight back the tears.
She mentally conjured up the lyrics of Destiny Child's ''I'm a Survivor," and this comforted her.
Walking up to Developing Worlds, tormented by her uncleanness, Rachel thought maybe
class would cheer her up--well, not the class itself, but getting back her midterm, which she had
studied for like 8 hours for. Again she was mistaken. On the last page of her blue book was a
letter she could not bare to look at more than once: a C. This time, she could not stop the tears,
the cut was just too deep. She wanted to die she hurt so much, but she would have to shower
first- she couldn't be found dead in such a dirty state.
After Rachel showered, she felt a little better; but she couldn't get over something as
horrible as getting a C on a midterm so quickly. Recovery could take months, years even. She
decided that the only thing she could do was run to the store to get some Eddy's chocolate chip
cookie dough. Then she could come back to her room and drown her sorrows in ice cream. She
could also make a Playlist of sad pop songs that could speak to her, tell her it's ok, everybody
hurts, sometimes.
But, as cruel twisted fate would have it, she was not able to, at the exact moment she
wanted to, go to Wegmans that day. She had left her car lights on all night and her car wouldn't
start. And if that wasn't bad enough, that she would be temporarily deprived of ice cream, she was
supposed to go to the mall later on that day to shop for shoes with her best friend Lindsey. Now,
in order for that to happen, she would have to find someone to jump her car-the thought made
her gasp. Why do bad things happen to good people, she thought.
It was only mid-day, but already her spirit was crumbling. Fuming, she stormed back to her
suite to call her boyfriend to come to her rescue. She was still upset with him for going to some
stupid banquet to promote hunger awareness last night instead of continuing to talk to her on the
phone--but desperate times called for desperate measures.
As she walked into Wyoming 3B, she was greeted by the villain of the morning's shower
episode, Stacey. Rachel was not in the mood to acknowledge Stacey's existence.
"You're not talking to me now?" Stacey asked.
Rachel walked into her room and slammed the door shut. She hoped Stacey felt the
loudness.
From the minute Rachel's boyfriend arrived, there was trouble. Rachel, obviously, was not
in the mood for his shit. His "shit" was arriving I0 minutes late when he knew very well that it
drove her nuts when people weren't on time. He tried to defend himself by saying he had to talk
to a professor about an important project, but she wasn't having any of that. Those I0 minutes

had plagued her: during that time she couldn't do anything but think, when the fuck is he going to
get here.
"Just jump my fucking car and get out of here," She said.
VVhat finally did her in came after the asshole left. It was then when she took out the syllabi
for the classes she had on Wednesday. First, Theatre I00: 30 pages of reading- she shuddered.
Then, Principles of Communication: another 30 pages. This can't be happening, she thought. And
finally, Communication Theory: 45 pages and oh god, a response paper. Normally this horrific
amount of work would be traumatizing, but today, after all that she had been through, this mental
burden would prove to be too much. Not only could she no longer go shoe shopping as planned,
she could be up until like midnight doing work.
Rachel wasn't scared. She knew that this was what she had to do. There was no use going
on in a world so fucking retarded It was time to make the hurting go away for good. She
systematically went over to her window; opened it; took out the screen; laid it on the floor;
stepped onto her bed and then onto the windowsill; stood on the windowsill for a moment,
recognizing that anyone who might happen to see her at this moment would think she was like the
girl from Forrest Gump; and then she leaped away from her strife-ridden existence.
Well, she tried to, anyway. Since Rachel lived on the first floor, her windowsill a mere 5
feet off the ground, the plunge was not severe enough to allow her the sweet escape she so
desired. Instead it left her only with a grass stain on one of her newer pairs of Abercrombie Jeans,
and a considerable amount of negative attention.
If Rachel had read literature, instead of going to the mall and watching reality shows all the time,
she might have taken comfort in a character like Titus Andronicus, who was also stricken with
sorrow over life's cruel tricks. "If there were reason for these miseries, he declared, "Then into
limits could I bind my woes. When heaven doth weep, doth not the earth o 'erflow? If the winds
range, doth not the sea wax mad, Threat'night the welkin with his big-swoll'n fact? And wilt though
have reason for this coil?"
Though Rachel could not express herself so eloquently, her furious "god damn it all" and
subsequent shrieking and pounding of the grass with her fists expressed that same heart's truth.

A hummingbird-

Untitled
J.

"

.

.
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breathing jewel,
living on
sweet neaar,
sucked luxuriously
from a petaled god
who loses the richness not,
but makes more,
as is its nature to do
--and a flower.

"Patty's Piaure" by Anna Balok

As the crescent of sun
burns to the valley below
and the wind rises to hush
any voices who know.
As the darkness settles over
our homes
tonight,
so the wolves will howl
and the bats take to flight.

in the mist drifting by,
all the hollow phantom voices
and the pain in their sighs.

And the children will laugh
In their costumes of fear
unaware of the eyes

On black nights we wait and
anxiously
pretend,

that draw ever near.

that nothing will find us

Watching and waiting on haunches

as the darkness descends.

ready to
strike,
another shadow slips by
in the cold shudder of night.
And listen to the footsteps

And filled it with rich huesExploding!
The sunbeams blushed my cheeks
And warmed my heart
'Till it burned and grew
With a sweetness that overwhelmed
and overflowed my mortal self.
There came a Spring that soon was gone
Like the hydrangea-scented breeze that

There came a Spring that soon was gone

could not flow forever,

Ruining me by not lasting on.

But blew through my hair
And made my eyes water
Until those sweet tears, swelling,
Blotted out the world of indifferent despair

The man in the woods was not alone.

The Creaking
Footsteps whispered in the darkness behind
him, skimming over drifts of fallen snow on
the narrow path where he stood and listened.
He peered through the darkness and saw
nothing through the swirling gusts but
scourged limbs and the rotted trunks of fallen
trees. Still he was not alone. And the thought was less a comfort than a torture. He deserved
to be alone. Solitude was the only part of his life recognizable to him anymore.
An icy wind slapped his face and raked his eyes. He was beyond feeling now. He felt numb,
absorbed by dread. All around him the woods made a sound like a rope creaking from an attic
rafter. Indeed. He could still see the rope-and the glassy eyes, swollen with pressure and
cracked with blood, staring emptily at a nightmare.
His heart felt cold and dead in his chest. From all the running, he told himself. From trying to
escape the inescapable.
The man leaned wearily against a sturdy cedar and listened as the footsteps drew near. Then,
drifting out of the darkness, ethereal and despairing, came a voice. The words, nearly stifled by
the wind, sounded vaguely familiar to him.
Without realizing what he was doing, he massaged the base of his neck, morbid thoughts
fixated on the tautness of the rope and the pain of squeezing life out of the body. What depth
of despair drove a soul to commit itself to damnation? The persistent memory of that suicide
one year ago refused to release him. And no amount of time would heal the rift in his soul at
being separated forever from the one he loved.
The man lurched forward without a sound and staggered through the woods. Hooked
branches clasped above him allowed only filaments of moonlight through. He narrowed his
eyes to pierce the darkness and see through to the edge of the woods ahead.
The mournful voice uttered a name. "Nathaniel ... "
Beyond the woods lay a cemetery, nestled in this countryside far from prying eyes. A
cemetery devoted to the wealthy residents of the small New England town nearby, where he
and his wife lived childless for many long years. He looked around at the enormous expense of
marble gravestones, tombs, and crosses. He should have felt pleased with these ostentatious
monuments, comforted and reassured by the fact that the burial had been performed with
good taste and proper etiquette; instead what he felt was a bitter irony that the living would

mortgage their lives to comfort the dead.
He searched the rows until he found the gravestone he wanted, and crouched to read the
carved inscription, a Walter Savage Landor poem:

Death stands above me, whispering low
I know not what into my ear;
Of his strange language all I know
Is, there is not a word of fear.
The wind gasped for breath and then grew still. In the silence, the mourning stranger passed
through the black gates and entered the cemetery. The man shot to his feet and spun around,
mute with horror, and watched as the pale figure approached. In the misty light he saw her
glistening tears cling to her cheeks like bits of ice, and her long red locks of hair resting on her
slender shoulders. He could remember the scent of her hair from all the times he breathed it
in when they made love, and he ached to hold her once again.
She drifted toward him. Heart swarming with emotion, he raised his hands to her and begged
she take them, aware all too well she was lost to him forever. "Samantha!" he cried, driven by
desperation to communicate to her.
The woman's face crumpled into tears. Then, seeming to hear his pleas, lifted her gaze and
stared not into his eyes but at the wound around his neck. The burn of a rope.
Bowing her head again, she traced her fingers along the name on the grave.
"Nathaniel," she sighed, "my sweet husband." She reached into her pocket and fingered the
cold metal of the gun. "You won't be alone much longer."

I used to view the opposite sex as my
Kinda Hate Men
intellectual and emotional superiors. After
interacting with them for over two decades,
I've learr~ed that for the most part, they're
emotionally constipated. Childhood is the near
equivalent of smeared Vaseline over a camera
lens- everything seems blurry in retrospect
and most of the aspects you remember about
it are sticky in that gross " I can't get it off'
sort of way. If there's one thing I miss the most about my childhood, it's that blind sense of
innocence where everything seems possible, optimistic and ideal. I mean, how bad could the
world possibly be when happiness was equated with My Little Ponies and Bryan Adams?
Growing up without siblings in the 1980s (not that the time period is of dire significance) is a
frightening experience because, before school, you learn next to nothing about the people
your own age. As a result, you merely assume that everyone is like you (imagine my horror
when I realized "what, you mean to tell me that not every kid talks to her cats like they were
her brothers but with wicked speech impediments and a lot more body hair?") What's more, I
never really had many boy friends growing up as a child. The last one I can remember
accidentally dislocated my shoulder while we were playing, so I stopped being friends with him
shortly after that. Because of such limited contact, as a result, the male race was completely
foreign to me, even post-puberty. Boys were a separate box on a survey that had a completely
different section ofT oys-R-Us devoted entirely to them. My head was filled with day dreams
about my " Prince Charming" but I had (and still have) no clue about how the opposite sex
worked. Instead, I relied on my grandiose fantasies and wishes because that's how I perceived
the way " love" was supposed to be.
You can blame it all on Disney movies, but growing up I thought boys/guys/men were
supposed to be perfect, beautiful, emotionally supporting creatures whose sole responsibility
was " saving" me. You could take your pick from Aladdin, Prince Eric, or if you were really
desperate, the Beast. Following such cartoon cliches, males were supposed to rescue me from
my brutal witch of a mother and my ogre of a father. Men were supposed to make my life
better by making me forget about the things in life that I didn't or couldn't have. When I was a
girl, I placed a lot of emphasis on men being my panacea to near divine happiness because I had
no idea about what that gender was really " about." In my rather vapid nine (or nineteen) year
old mind, I would never become a happy woman unless I was in love, married or swept away
by a handsome male. Even today, I unconsciously need a man's approval in order to make me
feel that I'm of any worth. In my skewed little mind, it still means a lot more to me when a
male compliments me on something than when a female does. I swear I'm solely responsible
for setting back the women 's movement about fifteen years (for the love of god, don't tell Julia
Walker or the Women's Studies department, I don't think I could handle that fiery wrath.) So
much for personal growth. I think that because of the loneliness I felt as a child, I used to day
dream about the man of my dreams, my soul mate, the one who would have the innate
capacity to understand my every motive, desire and not be completely scared to death by me
and run screaming down the street. To feed my misguided imagination, I would watch movies
like Pretty Woman and be swept away by the incredible romance of Julia Roberts' situation"what a great movie," I thought, "this chick with no money falls in love with Richard Gere and

I

she gets a whole new wardrobe to boot, why can't my life be like that when I grow up?" (little
did I know about the social implications of prostitution, but then again I was probably no
more than ten at the time and my mother was less than eager to explain such taboos to me, I
can't really blame her.) And so, that's pretty much the standard I set for myself in terms of
future relationships: find a hot guy who's willing to take you to the opera and that's how you
fall in love. It seemed easy enough, I supposed, I have better hair than Julia Roberts anyway, so
how hard could it be?
Some twenty odd years later, after going through several failed relationships, I've
uttered something along the lines of "maybe I should become a lesbian, at least I understand
women" more than once. Music helps to alleviate such pain. Hell hath no fury like Alanis
Morrisette's "You oughta know," Ben Folds' "Song for the dumped," or my personal favorite,
Everclear's "You make me feel like a Whore." Yet despite all that, I keep going back to the
male side of the dating pool with the rather na·lve notion that one day, I'll find "the one."
Those insipid women's magazines aren't much help either- they do a mediocre job conning
my gender into believing that: a) men can easily be manipulated into remaining in a long-term
relationship, b) all men think about is sex and that's the way into their hearts and c) if I follow
their prescribed standards, I will have a successful relationship. Well, judging by my track
record, apparently I don't read well enough (or else I can't retain information for shit}. Yet
whenever my roommates come home with a Cosmo, it's a hot piece of literature in my
house (myself included- what can I say, I'm a hypocrite.) As a result of all that, I've become
rather jaded about dating in general. To me, the idea of romance seems to be like Latin completely dead except for the few really big dor:ks that choose to pay attention to it who
are probably gay, married, or have bad teeth. From what I've dealt with, the rest of the male
species is a crap shoot. Even the nicest guy can make some boneheaded remark like "hey, can
you get me a beer while you're up?" That's not as bad as intentional criticism though. A few
years ago, after dropping a fair amount of money on a watch as an anniversary present for a
former boyfriend, I had the delightful pleasure of engaging in this particularly wonderful
dialogue:
Allie: "I hope you really like this, I love you."
Rotten Ex-Boyfriend: "Your breath smells like shit."
Granted, my breath was pretty rank at the time; but still, would it have killed him to just
ignore it (lord knows I did it for him on more than one occasion)? It's a shame I'm not a manhater, a real shame.
And I suppose, that's my point to all of this. Having such illustrious visions of romance
and dreamy men doesn't do me much good when, most of the time, men are just as screwed
up as us women. Sure, my ex-boyfriends and crushes were jerks, but so what - I'm a jerk too
sometimes. To a ten year old, life couldn't and wouldn't be all that bad if I was in love or if I
"had" a boyfriend (like it was a pet komodo dragon or herpes or something). The sad truth of
the matter is that such day dreams ultimately tainted my sense of reality because, contrary to
the word going around my junior high school, life can actually be made worse because I'm in
love or have a boyfriend. Years of dating guys have taught me that it's stupid to focus your
entire sense of happiness (it's not all or nothing) onto someone who probably won't even
remember your anniversary. Or who won't put the seat down post-urination. Or who's too
wrapped up in his own reflection in the rearview mirror to notice that I accidentally lit myself
on fire with the cigarette lighter. Call me a masochist; I guess I'm just a sucker for some good
old fashioned hypersensitive romantic drivel from Richard Gere even if it'll never actually

happen in my reality. Not that that should keep me from trying- I do love a challenge.

Spinnin
Pi

Away from us as it has done

r

Then in your eye, a distance grew
That chilled me to my very soul;
You looked at me as strangers do.
Did you forget our days of old?

A thousand thoughts and moments past
Are spinning in a picture drawer

The day we rolled down hills of green,
Our hearts so full of reckless mirth?

Too bitter-sweet and strange to last,
Now frozen there forever more.

We twirled in circles, we spun unseen,
And then collapsed, drawn back to earth.
My oldest brother, I've grown to see
I missed your laugh and did not know!
Come back and play in leaves with me,
We'll take more pictures before the snow.

The photographs of yesterday
All splashed with color, tell of then;
But those glad days have gone away,
I only may remember when
We laughed together, you and I
We played in snow and leaves and sun
And never dreamed that time could fly

she's searching inside
as in a distant land
knowing
Time will take care of itself - only
with shoulders squared
and she's
loving minute by minute
laughing at contradictions
oh yes
she's waking up to certainty

Let the ancient satyrs sleep in cages
Enslaved forever to covetous rages.

From A Husband to His

Let the poets of heated passion write
Of the chains of lust that bind us tight.
Dare speak I of the tender side of love,
As lasting as the shine of stars above?
Valentine's Day is like a passing glance,

With you I've scaled the peaks of happiness

Remote with possibilities and chance.

And forgotten all my sorrows previous.

Yet our love doth bridge this cold divide

I love you more than words do speak,

And ensures our oaths we do abide.

Your timeless faith in truth I seek.

I have in you a treasure found,

Lay with me and forget the world turns;

An artful symmetry to which I'm bound.

I love you more than fire burns.

No better soul hath God created,
Virtue and grace so divinely mated.

And now on these sentiments let's pray,
May God keep us in love each day.

Lest you think I take for granted, dear,
All you've meant to me through the years,
Allow me speak with plain sincerity,
Of a life that's changed from bleak obscurity.

One-way streets.
A bad ending to a good movie.
The person at the movie theater who
absolutely refuses to shut up.
The person who was tailgating you passes
you, only to slow down once in front of you.
Wet socks.
Getting a bad song stuck in your head.
You say 'Excuse me' and they still don't
move.
The words, "You're like a sister to me,"
from your boyfriend.
Working in the mall during the Holiday
Season.
Locking the keys in your car, again.
Parking tickets.
Late fees.
The alarm clock going off early.
Your dog really did eat your homework.
Your only pen running out of ink in the
middle of an exam.
People who wait in line for five minutes and
still haven't made up their mind.
Any of these nicknames; Honey, Baby,
Girlfriend or Chick.
Not being able to find your keys.
Missing your exit.
Math.
People on cell phones.
Windshield wipers breaking in the middle of
a rainstorm.
The pushy sales associate that won't stop
trying to sell you things.
People you don't know call you by your first
name because you have to wear a nametag.
Old ladies who pay with bags of pennies in
the express lane.
SAM - waking up at, not staying up until.
The Blue Screen of Death.
Writing poetry.

Not being able to find a sales associate when
you actually need one.
The eternal pile of dishes and laundry.
Having to clean your room.
Red Lights.
The smelly person you're sitting next to.
Having to install any type of computer
software, no matter how user friendly.
That customer one minute to close who
absolutely has to have something
complicated. The "Not Me, Not Now"
commercial that plays while you're busy in
the back seat.
Any beeping noise that simply won't stop.
Windows '95, '98, ME, 2000, NT.
Waiting in line.
Insomnia.
The DMV.
Busy signals.
T elemarketers.
Being stuck in traffic.
Stupid people in group projects.
Drippy faucets and noisy clocks.
"Please listen carefully to the following
options and make your selection ... "

Vessel-Pieces and

Salty and damp like dead sardines
His fingers through my hair all night
He tugs at the curls which disappear
Between his thick knuckles, fingers
The spirals evaporate in those spacesThe spaces that collect and gather
I believe a universe could dissolve into them
His hands knead the coils, rake through the corkscrews
His palms are an ocean gaining the strength of a tsunami
Drawing back the bright waters
From islands' crooked coastlines
Exposing crustaceans and sea whip
To the searing midday sun
And returning as a colossal oceanic wall
Engulfing beaches, drowning villages
His breath is moist and ripples the strands
So that I can feel his mass, his substance
On the inlet of the back of my neck
When the sun rises I disentangle myself
From his countless fingertips and stand
Exploring the image in my mirror
I search like a deep-sea diver; inhaling, exhaling
And unearthing relics from sunken ships
Lush with clouds of algae and mussels
So long forgotten, the vessel-pieces and sea have fused
I timidly touch a lock which refuses to fall
Behind my shoulder, like a defiant rivulet
Then with my turquoise-handled antique brush
I reclaim the curls, of my curls, stroke by stroke

When I have faith, it will be man wide-armed and narrow-shouldered.
He will never stride, but carry himself
like a burden. He will be ritual:
he will be ceremony. His sacred robes
will be dyed purple and heavy with
embroidery.
And on the hem of his gown I will sew
Bells and pomegranates
Bells and pomegranates
Bells and pomegranates
Cast in gold and swinging with his step.
When I have faith it will be a man,
walking slowly in a purple beaded gown.
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I found God, scurrying around in my bathtub

tile.

I quickly grabbed a handful of toilet paper,

I scooped them into my hands and threw

And crushed him flat, making sure I heard

them into the trash.

the crunch
of his bones and consciousness.

Zeus scuttled out from the air duct,

He didn't have time to hide in the drain.

And I hit him hard with my closed fist.

I tossed the whole mess in the toilet,

His green black innards sprayed across the

and flushed ...

wall.

twice ... just to make sure.
I took off my halo,
The second time, the toilet clogged.

hung it on the cold water tap,

I went to the cupboard and pulled out a thin

sat on the edge of the tub,

black bottle

and cried.

with a silver pentagram on the front.
I measured out two capfuls of the dark, oily
liquid
and poured them into the bowl.
And flushed ... once more.
The toilet promptly overflowed,
coating my shoes in a thin film of
righteousness.
The lifeless bodies of God, Allah, and
Brahma flowed over the edge
dark forms against the pale blue porcelain

It was five o' clock in the afternoon on
a 23 hour day, when I killed Lucy. With this
fact in mind, it hardly seems important that I
told her I loved her at 4:56.
Before going on, I should mention that
I had never thought of the day as being just 23
hours long. That was Lucy's observation about
daylight-saving time. The clocks moved up an
hour, but where did that hour they skipped go?
she had written in the tattered blue notebook she always carried. Of course we get an extra
hour in the Fall, she conjectured, But that's a Fall hour; an hour on the brink of the dead of winter.

A 23 Hour Day

Why do we have to lose that Spring hour, when life is just beginning?
Lucy wrote a lot of questions like that-questions that had no real answers. I guess
that's why she never came out and asked the questions, choosing to record them in her
secret notebook instead. I never knew Lucy's name until the 23 hour day. Before that, I only
knew her by face, or perhaps more so by the ring that hung from her left eyebrow. For four
consecutive Sundays, when I had looked behind me, through the darkness of the theater, I had
seen the light from the movie reflected by the cool silver of that ring.
I spent every Sunday at the theater in those days, sitting alone in the front row. In the
front row, the pictures on the screen seemed bigger-less real, and oh-so-much larger. Mere
steps away from the screen, it felt like if I stood up at just the right moment, the imaginary
world could engulf me. I could disappear into the fiction.
I always wanted to disappear, and refrained from standing up only out of fear that it
wouldn't work-that I wouldn't be swallowed. I wasn't sure that I could go on living without
that possibility in my mind.
The first time I saw Lucy was the first time when I was content to stay in the real
world.
She was sitting four rows behind me that time. The next Sunday, I was grateful to find
her one row closer, making it easier to steal those occasional glances at her. A week later,
she sat in the third row, and for the first time, I hardly looked at the world of the screen. For
the first time, I was completely sure that there was something in the real world to rival
fiction, and make a real life worth living. The theater darkened, and all that I could see behind
me was that shiny little ring, projecting a tiny bit of light. One week later--one week before
the 23 hour day-she sat directly behind me.
When the movies were done, I had always stayed to watch the credits. The unfeeling
black and white words provided some transition back into harsh reality. Lucy would stay
through the credits as well. It was in leaving the theater, right behind the girl, that I would see
the blue notebook she held close to her side each Sunday.
I noticed the notebook and I noticed that each week she sat nearer to me. If the
pattern continued, I knew I'd find that blue notebook and that silver ring right beside me on
the impending Sunday. She'd be within my reach-she'd be an ecstasy even closer than the
movie screen that loomed over me. In the week preceding that Sunday, my mind turned
solely to whether I should risk trying to disappear into the girl with the eyebrow ring.
Initially unaware that the clocks were skipping an hour in their routine, I almost came
to the theater late. What a mistake that would have been-to have not shown up when the
girl was scheduled to sit with me. In my mind, I could see her leaving the movie early,

dejected because she thought that I was avoiding her.
I arrived on time, though, and she was there just moments later. Without a word or
even a glance in my direction, she took her seat beside me, looking up at the screen. Looking
at her with but sideward glances, I felt that I had my first conception of what beauty really was.
My line of sight was perfectly perpendicular to her face, in profile. This allowed me to see the
circle that that ring formed. I couldn't see the full circle, though, because a part of that ring was
buried beneath the fine hairs of her eyebrow. The circle was completed within her.
It was hard to follow the movie under the circumstances, and became all the more
unbearable when I saw the blue notebook resting tidily beneath her seat. I had the girl by my
side, and the physical manifestation of her very thoughts right there-right within my grasp.
With speed and stealth, I took hold of her notebook and stole away into the dim lights
of the theater lobby. Her name appeared right there in red ink on the flip side of the cover.
Within an hour, I had scoured the pages of that notebook, filled with words in different colors
of ink, with slight variations in penmanship. Some entries were in paragraph form, while others
contained just notes. It all read true, though, with questions about why she was alive and why
someone named Kevin had broken her nose when she was six years old. Every entry was a
slice of life-life sweeter than the world on the screen, just because of the pure agony of it all.
I read through the more recent writings with the greatest care, and especially so for
the parts about the time she spent in the movie house. Sometimes I want to be in the movie; I

just want to get sucked up into the screen so that I can be happy like these make-believe people.
People are supposed to be happy, aren't they? Isn't that what God intended? Maybe I just want to be
nearer to God. Maybe that's why I come to the movies on Sundays.
I felt some disappointment that she hadn't written about me. Perhaps her gradual
approach towards my side was too secret for even the notebook. It didn't matter. I didn't
need that extra bit of writing to know that I loved her.
I reentered the theater just in time for the credits. The place emptied out before long,
leaving the two of us alone with each other. As if we ever hadn't been alone. When the last of
the credits rolled off of the screen, Lucy bent over. That's when I made my move.
As soon as she looked up, I extended the notebook to her, and she promptly snatched
it back. "What were you doing with this?"
That was the first time I'd heard her voice. It was somehow smaller than what I'd
expected. Even in a state of fury, she sounded a little bit frightened. That was all right, though.
Maybe I'd just have to be the strong one.
"I read it," I replied. "I read it, and I loved it." Her eyebrows were tilted just slightly
inward, pointing down at her nose. The tilt put an angle on the ring that I hadn't seen
before-and it made me smile. It showed me that there was still so much left to learn about
Lucy. In that instant, I wanted to learn everything about her. To see everything, to hear
everything. Everything. I loved her and told her as much.
Lucy headed towards the exit, and I followed after her like a man in pursuit of a pet
dog who had just broken his leash. It wasn't as though the dog really wanted to escape. He
was playing a game-running aimlessly free for a moment, but still fully dependent on his
owner for survival.
Seconds later, we were in the lobby, where I moved ahead of her, to reach the exit
first. There, I held the door for her, consciously deciding that chivalry could still have some
value. Perhaps on a more basic level, I just wanted to do something for her.
"Why are you doing this?" she squeaked out, standing just outside the reach of the

sunlight that flowed in through the door, assaulting the shadows of the lobby.
I smiled. "Don't tell me that you don't feel this. Every Sunday you've sat closer to me ...
you've wanted to be with me. We were meant for each other ... that is what this is all about."
"I've never seen you before, and I want you to leave me alone." She took a step
towards the door, but I let it close.
"I'm sorry if I was presumptuous in reading your notebook. I needed to be sure, though.
I mean, on some level, I knew-" I stopped when she pulled the door open for herself, and
stepped out onto the sidewalk.
She moved towards the street. I grabbed her cold little hand, suddenly frightened that I
might actually lose her. She pulled away and ran-but only for a few steps.
She stopped after a few steps.
That was when she tripped over a garbage can, and fell face first into the road. Her head
snapped back, and she was probably dead before her eyebrow ring popped out of its place, and
rolled into oncoming traffic.

I miss your hands that

smell of orange ...

. . .(your blue breath blows my heart across the sky) ...
Do not, please, wipe the dust from the keys
of the piano I long to hear your music,
Pressed in shadows where your fingertips have lain .

. . . and so he could not speak of fall
(the wintry days, so far between and warmed-
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they are a coffin - planted in a split of the brain overrun and lonesome; the moss grows
thick above our lips),
And so he spoke of days,
Spoke (softly) of ways and
That cove-red the at-tic floor
With yell-owed wine and ash.

And seeds along the echoed falls,
The restless leaves, like children, bickering,

He spoke of daze (and of the cold),
And how the fertile mind can mold
The memory of days so old
Our bodies can't remember:
Ice splinters prickled - and cracked the skin.
His voice broke and shook like the wind,
scraping split branches on ruined windows,
Yet, he would not speak of fall,
But of the days we passed together:
o
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trees
And our bare feet skipped (on the dull
brown soil}
That only death can bring.

Where sweat would film,

The m e m
of days and cold,

The mother wind blew lessons through the

y

What do you do when you don't fit in
anywhere? Six months ago I was at the top of
The Life of A Plus-sized
my game. A pioneer, a leader in the plus size
Model
model industry. I wore the high wasted,
cotton women's briefs like no other. Every
designer wanted me and every women ,
transvestite and cross dresser over 190
pounds wanted to be me. I was living large and
loving it. I scoffed at size 4 dresses and
embraced my double D bra size; life was good. It wasn 't until that damn photo shoot in Fiji
that my life took a turn for the worst. It was an advertisement for " fun in the sun fish wear,"
their spokesperson was a whale and myself and the layout showed me wearing one of their
plus sized swim suits swimming alongside the whale. The catch phrase was " we cater to those
gals who are a whale of a good time! " Anyway, while swimming I felt something slimy graze my
thigh; I barely had a chance to gasp because before I knew it, it was " swimming up stream," if
you catch my drift! I was in total shock, I managed to yell for help and luckily one of the
photographers understood me. Without hesitation my rescuer valiantly pushed my suit to one
side, reached in and grabbed the little sea monger and dragged him from my loins. Oh, if only
that were the end of it. Though still in shock I managed to finish the shoot, after all, I was
known for working under stressful conditions.
Eventually I started to get over my deeply traumatic and embarrassing experience, but
something just wasn't right. I went about my daily activities; a hearty breakfast of eggs and
bacon, a little weight training, a short walk, a hearty lunch and a photo shoot in the afternoon,
with my usual snacking. But what was this? I was losing weight! I couldn't understand what was
going on. The more I ate the more weight I lost, I just could not pack away the Lb.'s like I used
to! When I, the queen of the heifers, the roomiest of the roomy started to get passed up for
jobs, I knew my livelihood, not to my self-respect was in danger. What was I to become? Some
size 8 nobody. Like the veterans of war who still feel the phantom pains in the extremities
they lost in battle years before, I too experience those horrifying pangs in my lost " layer." My
fat was becoming a labor of love and it was slipping away from me.
It was the talking that really got to me. Did people know I could hear them and just
not care? I'm thin, not deaf! Not even my friends could come up with any encouraging
sentiments. I had become one of them, sort of. Of course, as a child you always assume you'll
just, be, one of the them. The tall, thin beauty that everyone wants to know. But I knew then,
just as I know now, that life just would not be possible for me and I definitely was not alone. I
made it O .K. to be big and beautiful and now I'm just a hypocrite. My public believed I had lost
the weight purposely, which could not be farther from the truth. People can be fickle; I hadn't
realized that my whole time on top, how easy it was to fall. My descent from grace was a
quick one.
You haven't seen rock bottom until you've seen a depressed out of work plus sized
model go on a binge eating extravaganza. I put every over-eater to shame and had nothing to
show for it. Not even an ounce. My eyes were about the only thing on my body that were
puffy. I was within inches of insanity.
I didn't know what was wrong with me. I couldn't help but feel as though my doctor
was incompetent when he completely dismissed my trip over seas when my body was invaded
by that horrible creature of the sea. He wrote me and my problem off as a woman with a self-

image complex. As if I was some teenybopper starving herself; he suggested therapy.
Finally, I did something I should've done from the very beginning, I got a second
opinion. And a third opinion and a fourth opinion. I had a whole team of doctors examining
me and running hundreds of tests. They ruled out any viruses and diseases and decided it was
parasitic and they wanted to perform surgery and try to remove the tape-worm like organism.
Through surgery the doctors concluded that the parasite that inhibited me has the
ability to reproduce many times over and it would be nearly impossible to kill them all without
endangering my own life. It was time to come to terms with reality. I was no longer big and
beautiful. I was average. A commoner who could buy clothes off the rack! Before I at least had
the hope of one day returning to my regular size, but all hope was gone now and I was left
with the maintenance and upkeep of a body that I not only didn't want, but resented. I was in a
downward spiral for a while. I just kept losing weight; it was the most embarrassing time of my
life. The television was my only solace and the only activity I could do without the constant
reminder of my unwanted sleek physic. I started watching old 80s shows and The Facts of Life
really spoke to me. The title itself represented what I was being made to face, the facts of my
life and those facts were- I felt like and identified with Natalie, only the tragic reality, the fact
of life, was that I looked like Blair! How was I supposed to look at myself in the mirror
everyday? Life was tough and then one day it happened. I saw the commercial. My commercial.
The "we cater to gals who are a whale of a good time" commercial! I was speechless. More
than ever I missed the spotlight. And then what came on next, was a commercial for Slim-Fast.
It was like an epiphany. Here are all these people actually trying to lose weight, I guess I always
knew these sorts of people existed, but why? Usually, well, BWL (before weight loss), I would
never watch these weight loss commercials or infomercials, but that day was different. I
watched and I listened to these people's testimonials of the product. And I was intrigued. "Fat
isn't who I am, its what I've become and that's something I can change!" said one of the
women. This got me thinking, these people seem happy with their weight loss, I mean I don't
know how they'll ever please a man again without all the cushion for the pushing. But maybe.
Just maybe, I was wrong about myself. Could my self-image be so warped? Maybe I was due for
some serious soul searching and should try to realize why I really hate my body. Nahhhhhhh,
but I decided this could be my ticket back into the limelight. I would become a Slim Fast
spokesperson!
Here I am now, still at a disgustingly healthy weight, but now I'm doing commercials for
Slim Fast and loving it. Its true I didn't lose the weight through having a shake for breakfast, a
shake for lunch and a healthy dinner, but who has to find out. Anyway, I always did want to try
my hand at acting.

Particles can change
by careening into each other
in high-speed atomic collisions.
Last night, we slammed against
one another and altered
ourselves in an act of extreme emotional
carelessness.
cold and comfortable
as I may seem now
I am sorry.

By Danielle
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I pause

I rip into the indigo skin.

before taking the first puckered bite

Amber chunks and clots of pink veins

from my plum.

slide against my teeth

This plum has lain too long neglected.

and I swallow wet mouthfuls of thickness and

It has been dented

shine.

tossed carelessly toward the ceiling
and dropped-

This plum yields soft and sticky to my mouth,

Thud.

my lips slippery with pulp and gold sequins.

on my way to the breakfast table.

I scrape my teeth against the pit-

But I peer at this imperfect plum,

Who knew, who knew-

I ponder its derriere-like appearance,

And kick my legs-

slipping my slender fingers

My luscious legs!

over its rounded form

For who knew that this plum would make me

So supple and wrinkled cool with age

want
To write down these long-ripened words?

Speckles of yellow spatter the dark skin,
the tiny flecks swarming like stars
in clouds of jellyfish red.
This plum is printed with the constellationsthe cosmos, spluttering in gasps
And scribbled with bruises!
What a rumpus! Oh!
Neon colored drool of sweetness
and smacking!

3:30 am. The rest stop has nothing
other than a bathroom. No vending machines.
No wall map; no You-Are-Here. The
fluorescent rectangle of light in the bathroom

0

flickers, and buzzes, its plastic cover thick with
the black spots of dead flies. The painted
wall-mat gray-behind the mirror runs a
thick crack from sink to ceiling. There is one stall; no door.
Outside, there is only one light, standing a few feet from the doorway of the round,
brick building. Looking around there are other cars in the parking lot, all outside of the light's
reach, as though watching from a distance; floating eyes lurking in alleyways. There is no one
walking around. The silent cars the only sign that anyone else has been here.
I gather a rough estimate from the folded and tearing map where we are--threequarters of the state between us and the edge of Wyoming-but at this point, two-thousand
miles and twenty hours to go, there seems little point in guessing how close to Nebraska we
are, let alone Chicago and New York. I expect to drive until we leave Wyoming, assuming that
will happen somewhere around dawn.
3:45 am. The only other traffic on Route 80 is semi-trucks, their passing a hurricane to
our little Escort. Luke sleeps; I keep the tape player quiet. The semis travel in packs: they
approach, surround, pass, and before their presence is forgotten, another set of lights crest
the horizon and fill my mirror. I hold the wheel tight, battering down to weather the storm of
their passing. I ease pressure surreptitiously off the gas pedal, holding steady the wheel. The
last clears me, a string of red lights fade into the distance, their echo dulling; it is empty and
silent. I look into the rearview at a new line of lights.
3:55am. The lights are everywhere. They fill the rearview, and the mirrors to left and
right. One advances through the blind spot to my side, two elephantine behinds fill the lanes
ahead. Red lights ahead, white behind; continuous. There is nowhere to look; I am dazed and
dazzled. Long lines of red, white, blue lights along their trailer. More than one grill bares a
black Jack-O- Lantern grin at the mirror.
Free of the lights, I still hold tight to the wheel. My knuckles whiten. I watch the
shadows move the white and yellow lines of the road. All my will bent on keeping the car in
one lane, straight.
4:08 am. There are exits, many miles apart, for Evans Rd., and Silver Creek. There are
no lights along these exits, no visible towns or gas stations. There is only long, straight roads
going off as far as I can follow them into the night. Every sign reads NO SERVICES.
Wyoming, I have learned, is the least populous state in the nation. Number fifty.

4:26 am. I listen to Abbey Road over and over. Waiting each time for the words "Once

there was a way I to get back Ho-o-ome ... "
4:41 am. I crack the window. My eyes wag at the lines. I feel drunk: there are two sets
of lines, one straight, one in long Ss. The broken line seems to trick the eye, laying out,
completely still, then speeding up; each dash darting secretively as I pass. Even the breeze
coming in the window seems slight.
5:03 am. I begin to anticipate the sunrise. This is my reward for the morning shift; what
I think of as the turn-around, bringing us through night into the long day ahead. It's hard to tell
whether the sky is actually lightening ahead where it touches the road.
5:18am. It's hard to tell whether the sky is actually lightening ahead where it touches
the road. An unassuming green sign, tucked off on the shoulder reads Flatbrush Creek. A
tributary of Route 80 lets out to the right, and in the distance a long straight, flat line. There
are no lights. The far horizon is only slightly differentiated from the sky above; a jagged line of
darker against the dark. It is Flat: ahead, behind, to the right and left.
5:39 am. It's hard to tell whether the sky is actually lightening ahead where it touches
the road. How close are we? We have been driving through Wyoming all night.
5:55 am. Out my window, I can see the line dividing day from night. The dark breaks
sharply on the shore of the pale blue-white, which in turn gives way to gradual yellow, bright
along the flattest edge of the horizon. It is the color of midnight behind me.
There is traffic again. I am giddy. Slowly, I move closer to the sunrise. Slowly, the sun
rises to meet me. The moon is full: white, resilient, still.
There is a hill. We rise, the traffic together, slowly toward the top, climbing. The sun's
light in thin streams running down, blinding me, washing away the lines of the highway.

I want to paint the rooms
of a house I don't yet own.
Paint my rooms
violet mint cream colored egg shell white
I want to paint my eyelids gold
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and the ceiling egg yolk orange.
I want to spatter hot pink and jade green
across my thighs,
waving fingertips stained with color.

clean bright sheets of color

I want to smear dark clotted red

I will paint all of the rooms inside me

into my clavicle and down the banisters.

And break all of the windows.

I want to dab sky blue and turquoise and
mango orange on my belly,
I want to coat every wall with

pleased, my mother told the Doctor

Daughter of Man

she hadn't felt a thing.
a harried nurse distilled the holy water
to remove impurities,
but my grandmother ran a brown bony
thumb
through the fecund tears

pale gray fumes swirled lazily, coalesced.

watering her soft, withered cheeks,

for nine months I grew reluctantly,

and baptized me with a palsied cross,

in fits and starts,

anointing me

an arm, the nose, a toenail,

priest, prophet, and queen,

in unnatural indecision,

and when no one was looking

a tumor

she gently cleansed my eyes and ears

in her modern miracle wonder womb,

with her living spittle,

(made in Bangladesh,

whispering my name

regulated like clockwork).

with the breath of life.

right on time,
a wrinkled, dirty rag,
I was squeezed out,
emerging between shiny hairless legs,
into a white, sterilized, beeping room.

Free

Too dark to see the road, alongside
that heavy sleepiness upon us because it is
comfortably too warm
and we are trusting free.
The ceiling is closing in onto coiled feet as
eyelids unfurl and ear
tune to the front seat spouting
contented conversation in those reassuring
voices
Heading somewhere effortlessly as
that yellow line dribbles by
marking the passage of time/space.
On our way
On our way ...
yet getting there - together! Watching
places drift away, we are untied sneakers.
Forgetting to cut our hair
and laughing, always laughing because we are
seeing each other with fresh eyes.
When were we born again? It
feels like only a month ago we began to
reject that clock and follow our
own internal tempo

By Danielle

Haupt~eisch

J

Russia and The United States sit across from each
other at a table. A servant stands upstage of
them, next to a large gong. In the darkness, we
hear the gong beat three times. Lights up - the
gong is struck 4 more times, in continuous rhythm.
A long pause, then . . .
Russia: So ... what about communism?
U.S.: What about communism? (pause)

Russia: Shall we? (pause; they study each other for trust. The servant hits the gong. They stand
and both take everything out of their pockets: cigarettes, condoms, money, keys, trash, a lighter, a
pen, ATM cards, credit cards, pictures of family, broken crayon, whatever, placing it all on the table)
Russia: See? It's all ours. (pause)
U.S.: What now? (pause, looking at the pile) Can I have the cigarettes?
Russia: If I get the lighter.
U.S.: But then --Russia: Communism! (long pause)
U.S.: I don't like this. (beat)
Russia: Me neither. (they sit down. Gong thrice)
U.S.: What about capitalism? (pause)
Russia: What's the difference?
U.S.: Competition. (pause. Gong struck once, simultaneously they start ftghting over the pile,

eventually rolling away from it to ftght on the ~oor. England walks by, looks at pile, looks at them,
takes all the stuff, then leaves. The other two see this and stop ftghting. Pause)
Russia: I don't like this either.
U.S.: Yeah. (silence, long pause)
Russia: What about ... altruism?
U.S.: Sure. Can I help you up?
Russia: No I'll help you (they attempt to help each other get up, without much success, end up

falling to the ground. Pause).
U.S.: Whiskey?
Russia: (beat) Wodka.
U.S.: (sternly) Whiskey
Russia: Wodka!
U.S.: Whiskey!
Russia: (attacking) Aaaaaah!!!! (they wrestle on the ground, lights fade slowly on all but the gong,

which is struck twice, beat twice, beat, once, beat, once, silence)
Curtain
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